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BOA UNIVERSE
Instructions for Use

Please read these instructions completely and carefully 
before applying this product. Correct application is important 

for proper function of this product.

Use and Care:
Hand wash in cold water using mild soap. Rinse thoroughly and air dry. If not rinsed thoroughly, 
soap residue may cause skin irritation and material breakdown.
Warning:
This product is to be used under the supervision of a medical health professional. This device is not 
intended for unsupervised public use. If you experience any pain, swelling, sensation changes, or 
any unusual reactions while wearing this product, consult your medical professional immediately.
Warranty:
Top Shelf Orthopedics will replace all or part of the brace for defects in material or workmanship 
for the period of six months from the date of purchase.
Caution:
Federal Law (USA) restricts this device for sale by or on the order of a licensed healthcare professional.
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BOA UNIVERSE
Instructions for Use

The BOA UNIVERSE is a modular back brace that allows for customization of 
various components to address multiple conditions of the spine.  

1.  The BOA UNIVERSE 627 uses a low profile posterior rigid panel to provide support to 
      the lumbar region.

2.  The BOA UNIVERSE 631 uses a tall posterior rigid panel to provide  support to the lumbar
      and thoracic region up to the level of T-9.

3.  The BOA UNIVERSE 637 provides the maximum support both posteriorly and laterally to 
      the lumbar and thoracic region up to T-9 with the application of 3 rigid panel assemblies 
      to control motion in the sagital and the coronal plane.
Components of the Brace
* Pull handle with drawstring & size tag on left side.

Please read these instructions completely and carefully before applying this product. 
Correct application is important for proper function of the brace.
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3.

Application of BOA UNIVERSE

1.  Apply the belt assembly, securing it with the hook and loop closure tabs on the end 
     components. (Adjust the lateral panels as necessary for position and function - BOA 
      UNIVERSE 637 only.) 

2.  Release the drawstring tab from the left side and pull it away from the body to the side, 
      advancing the drawstring tensioning device to the desired level of compression and comfort 
      for the patient. 

Indications: Acute & chronic low back pain, post-operative support, activity-related low back pain, disc herniation.
Contraindications: Pregnancy, circulation, pulmonary, cardiovascular or skeletal conditions which have the risk to be made worse as a 
result of compression and/or pressure.
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Sizing and adjustment of the BOA Belt assembly

1.  Determine the size by measuring your waist (Image A). Over clothes at widest point.

2.  Turn the belt assembly over to view the size markings on the undersurface.

3.  Cut both sides of the belt assembly to the desired length based on the waist measurement 
     (Image B). NOTE: Cut the belt slightly longer than measurement. Test fit and trim as needed.

4.  Apply the anterior end components and cover the trimmed edges with the elastic pouch (Image C).

5.  Apply transition tabs to end components (Image D).

6.  The oval lateral rigid panels can be relocated where desired by the wearer with hook/loop tabs 
      affixing to the outer fabric of the belt panels (Image D). 
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Size Tag

Image D                                                           (Outside View)

SM          25” - 30”
MD         30” - 35”
LG           35” - 40”
XL           40” - 45”
2X           45” - 50”
3X           50” - 55” *
*(PART #510310 required for 3X size)

Size        Measurement


